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Contentment Essential for Life Shree Dattatreya Sahasra Nama In Sai’s Proximity
Is Baba Living & Helping now  Shri Pant Maharaj as a Student Saibhaktiprasarbhushan  

CONTENTMENT ESSENTIAL FOR LIFE   -   M. Krishna Kumar

We come and go from this world naked traversing briefly between the darkness of birth and death. How
well do we know or realize the truth on this and yet how easily and conveniently we forget and pretend or
behave as if we have come to stay here permanently and enjoy all the worldly pleasure for ever as if there is no
end to this jiva ! We want to posses everything just in plenty much more than what we can hold in our palm.
Human wants in this Kaliyuga have increased beyond proportion and has become unlimited out of cheer, greed
and lust to possess anything and everything that we see with our roving eyes even though if there is or no utility
of that particular thing; but the elusive Maya entangles us in her meshes resulting in peace and happiness
eluding us from its enjoyment. Our scientists exploit there brains to the optimal by inventing or discovering a
new product for commercial use and later the media comes into play and exploits the use of it by regularly
campaign about that very product discovered and make the brains of the end user corrupt to such an extent
that he will have no other option but to buy or acquire the same hook or crook whether it is beneficial or not.
With proliferation of research and development for new products and the wants of human begins increasing the
greed has reached the optimum level wherein he will go to any extent to acquire it. We may possess all or even
much more and yet the ever-lasting happiness eludes us at some point of time or the other and that too in the
course of its enjoyment.

Shri Sai Baba had preached that it is in poverty that the true majesty and grandeur resides which no amount
of wealth one acquires legally or illegally can give and He was the true living example. His dress contained a
simple torn kafani with patches here and there. If we call anything that belonged to Him it was a tumbler used
as a begging bowl, mud vessels, clay pipe etc. His food begged from a few houses within the precincts of Shirdi
was just simple which contained different dishes mixed together so that they may not hamper the palate. His
abode was the dilapidated mosque (Dwarkamai), bed was a wooden plank in which He spread plain white cloth
or dhoti. Yet He was the God always happy and at peace with the Creator.

Everyday He received in the form of offerings money, fruits, sweets etc. during His stay at Shirdi; but at the
end of the day kept nothing for Himself and yet He was just simple. Money that was received by Him in the form
of dakshina or offerings was distributed among the poor and needy. The dakshina or the offerings given by the
devotees were distributed by Him that ranged from small sums of Rs. 1/- to Rs. 50/- to the little Amani, Dada
Kelkar, Tatya and others apart from pilgrims, travelling troops of artists etc. also received small or large sums of
money from Him. Before He shun down His mortal coil, Laxmi Shinde was fortunate and blessed lady to
receive  nine coins that depicted the nine types of devotion or Nava Vidha Bhakti from the holy hands of Shri
Sai Baba. He distributed all the money received from the devotees or those who had come to see Him in the
form of dakshina or offerings liberally and kept with Him only the required amount needed for His last rites on
attaining Mahasamadhi.

Shri Sai Baba wanted His devotees to show detachment from the materialistic world that at times put them
to sore trial. Mhalsapati is an instance on this. Without Baba’s permission he would not touch a penny and was
also never permitted to accept any gifts. Somewhere in 1914, a lady from the royal family of Baroda came to
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Shirdi together with an eminent physician Sir Bhalchandra Bhatavadekar. She had brought two trays each full of
silver coins and gold sovereigns respectively and placed it before Shri Sai Baba. Shri Sai Baba returned both to
its owner. She then offered a few sovereigns to Mhalsapati who was standing nearby. Doubtful as to whether to
accept it or not Mhalsapati looked at Shri Sai Baba and then said, ‘‘Why do we need these ?’’ Hence the
sovereigns were returned to the lady. After returning the same Shri Sai Baba said, ‘‘I have to keep accounts for
my Malik or Sarkar’’.

Such a detachment is not only possible but also very hard to practice in this Kaliyuga, when an individual’s
status in society is measured with the wealth he possesses. In the present day situation, if one is faced with
abject poverty and in dire need of wealth to sustain like Mhalsapati one can imagine what will be the plight
when we have to face the world without wealth even to the minimum extent. Kakasaheb Dixit’s maidservant at
Vile Parle who solved Das Ganu’s great difficulty of interpretation through her song by the grace of Shri Sai
Baba was so happy in wearing the new sari and the next day comes in her old worn out cloth. It was the feeling
of having that new sari  at home, which made the difference. As it is this maidservant that had set in motion the
wheels of contentment in life.

For most of us it is ultimately an attitudinal change of mind or a matter of feeling. If one always broods over
a thing that he does not have and others have it, then how can one expect contentment to enter or when will an
individual be contented. We should be contended with what God has bestowed on us and enjoy the fruits of it.
Contentment is an inborn quality and not that comes from the blue. In this Kaliyuga we enjoy the comforts and
luxuries in life by copying from others who have or possess the same that to it should be readymade. An
employee for that matter majority of employees starts first to acquire or posses hard cash by resorting to
corrupt practices by committing crimes forgetting his past prior to obtaining/getting an employment i.e. he
forgets the difficulties or the ordeal of getting an employment and starts acquiring when he starts learning the
trick of the trade of resorting to illegal means/devices. Invariably every employee whether he/she right from the
lowest to the highest grade/cadre working directly or indirectly in or with the revenue generating departments of
the Government resorts to corrupt practices/devices which is against the public policy, only to become a slave
to the money approaching him/her in discharging his/her duties illegally. These public servants do not know our
National Moto Satya Meva Jayate i.e. Truth Prevails. It is nothing but the very child who was given birth is
sending or making his or her mother to do immoral things that is against the public policy. Majority of these
employees are worshippers of Shri Sai Baba or God, carry with them God’s photo in their pockets and also
apply udi on their foreheads. Will ever Shri Sai Baba or God help these people in their life ? Definitely not. In
the present day the idiot box i.e. TV channels beaming the various programmes through the satellite  are only
vulgar which portrays perverted programmes that contain sex, terrorism, cheating, disrespect to the elders and
ultimately with no moral values or themes and spoils the very fabrics of our society thus denying the right for a
decent living. What are the children or the youth who will the citizens of the future learn from the educational
institutions when there is deviation from the education that was taught prior to invention of the Information
Technology. The present day education is only commercial in nature and does not teach our children any moral
values more so on Religious Teachings. Also there are no lessons in our curriculum that teaches what is
‘Respect’ to each other. We should strive to get the basic needs for our sustenance through hard labour, which
Shri Sai Baba had preached and practiced. The leela of God is simple as He bestows what we deserve and not
what we desire. No doubt God gives or destiny provides to the fortunate one’s wealth at very early age without
any effort but He shall certainly snatch that which has been bestowed on him provided the possessor does not
misuse the wealth to the disadvantage of others. But one should make a full stop somewhere or the other. For
this we should not forget our ultimate goal in life of attaining freedom towards spirituality. For that shall only be
the ultimate goal in life before departing from this world when our time comes. In order to achieve our goal in
life and make a stride forward we have to first discipline our mind. We may have wealth in abundance with
which we may acquire or possess both movable and immovable properties but not spirituality, peace and
happiness. Will all these be of any use when we are enable to digest the food we eat and sleep well without
having peace of mind or has God given us the permission to get the materials we had acquired after our
departure from this world ? God gives sorrows and difficulties to both those who have and do not anything in life
with an aim if we shall ever remember and chant the holy name of God for peace and salvation.

It is true and fact that the above things are more easily said and preached than practiced; but we should
start somewhere on someday. We can begin at the earliest by reminding ourselves of this single truth of
contentment, for a peaceful and happy life at least towards the end of our innings i.e. after completing our work
for which the Creator or the God Almighty had assigned and sent us to this holy earth.
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520. Residing in the disc of the moon, 521. Excessively cold like crores of moons, 522. the Power of the mystical diagrams and charms, 523. a Restrainer (or One

526. the Knower of the mystical diagrams, 527. Possessing the garments in the form of the mystical diagrams, 528. the Base (i.e. the Sustaining Power) of the my

533. the Knower of the knowledge of the elements and yoga [or the Knower of the number of the elements and yoga], 534. the Propounder of the Sankhya-system (of phi

539. a Virtuous Person [or a Sage], 540. the Most Excellent Righteous [or Pious] Person, 541. Alert [or Diligent or Attentive], 542. the Highest of the Gods, 543. Free from desires [or One who i

548. the Bestower of good health and happiness [or the Embodied form of good health and the Bestower of happiness, if the text is +É®úÉäMªÉ: ºÉÖJÉnù‚SÉè´É

554. the Supreme Lord, 555. Highly liberal, 556. One who is difficult to be perceived on account of His being the inward consciousness, 557. Unassailable, 558. One who is a difficult place of re

560. the Knower of the Vedas, 561. the Creator of the Vedas, 562. the Knowledge in the embodied form, 563. the Soul of the Vedas, 564. Possessing the pure receptacle (or Having the holy abod

568. the Origin of Brahma (i.e. the Creator of the creator) [or the Source of the Vedas], 569. the Great Origin, 570. the Origin of the universe, 571. Free from the attachment of the body, 572. Pos

575. Unassailable [or Irresistable or Unobstructable], 576. Worth being worshipped by the world [i.e. Adorable by the world], 577. the Protector of the world by s

583. Immortal, 584. Eternal, 585. Attainable, 586. The Bestower of the Supreme felicity, 587. Very charming and high mind (in the embodied form), 588. Certainly Brahman (i.e. the Highest Rea

591. The Witness and 592. the Creator, 593. Pious, 594. Existence [or Reality] and 595. really the Well-being [or Free from blemishes or Infallible], 596. One who is to be known through the doc

598. Distinct from the body and 599. Supernatural [or Extraordinary], 600. Distinct from the mundane existence, 601. the Knower of discernment [or the Knower of true knowledge], 602. the De

605. the Performer of religious deeds [or Diligent], 606. Absolutely free from actions, 607. the Ascetic, 608. the Lord of the aspirants, 609. the Absolute Existenc

612. the Renunciator, 613. the Knower of relinquishment, 614. the Sole Self, 615. Free from (the doership of) relinquishment and charity, 616. the Embodied Form of relinquishment only for the

619. Clever and 620. Adorable by Daksha etc. [or Salutable respectfully by the clever persons etc.], 621. the Propounder of the theory of knowledge, 622. the Em

625. the Destroyer and 626. the Creator, 627. Tolerant, 628. Distinctionless, 629. the Best of the learned, 630. Highly adorable, 631. the Sage endowed with all-inclusive [or illustrious] and best s

632. the Knower of the Brahman [i.e. the Knower of the Supreme Reality] and 633. the State of absorption into the Supreme Spirit, 634. a Brahma-knowing Sage, 635. the Beloved of the Brahm

28 



639. Adorable by Atri, 640. a High Soul, 641. Related to Tamas [the third quality of Nature], 642. Saluted by Rahu [i.e. One who controls the evil effects of Rahu] [or th

646. Inciter (of the universe) [i.e. One who sets in motion and urges the universe], 647. an Extraordinary Soul [or One whose natural form is changed when related to Nature], 648. One who is lik

653. Determination (in embodied form), 654. the Destroyer of miseries, 655. the Relinquisher of worldly afflictions, 656. Vishnu [in His fifth incarnation as a dwarf who measured the three worl

660. the Remover of the three distinctions, 661. the Redresser of the triad of afflictions and 662. the Destroyer of the three faults and 663. the Annihilator of the ocean of doubts, (87)

664. Free from doubts and 665. Undeluded as well, 666. the Excellent and Infallibe [i.e. Unconquerable] Expounder , 667. One who is saluted by kings, 668. the Mystic A

671. the utterance of whose name is Meritorious [or Auspicious to repeat the name of], 672. Holy-feeted, 673. Devoted to the practice of meditation, 674. Absorb

678. Incomprehensible and 679. the Inner Soul, 680. the Eternal Principal Source [of the world] [or Possessing the disc-like eternal face], 681. Living together w

685. the Great Indra and 686. Honoured by Gods, 687. the Master of the ascetics, 688. the Best Knower of yoga, 689. the Right Course of yoga, 690. the Yoga, 69

693. Possessing innumerable arms, 694. the Infinite Self, 695. Called by innumerable names, 696. and 697. Having innumerable eyes and feet, 698. the Best of the best master of the masters, (92

699. to 700. the Supreme Person with thousand heads, thousand eyes and thousand feet and 701. One who assumes thousand forms and 702. One who resides in the lotus with thousand spokes [i

703. the Person having three feet i.e. parts [or the Person with three steps i.e. Vaman, the incarnation of Vishnu] and 704. [the Person] whose three parts are in the

708. Triumphant, 709. Modest, 710. Conqueror, 711. Free from attachment, 712. Illuminated, 713. Shiva, 714. Dreadful, 715. Doing great and terrific valorous deeds, 716. Ever-pure, (95)

717. Possessed of inward light, 718. the Infinite Soul, 719. the Internal Self, 720. True [or One who is not hidden from view] and 721. One who is without form [and at the same time], 722. havin

724. Inwardly vacant, 725. Outwardly vacant, 726. Possessing the distinctless form, 727. Manifesting the void, 728. Inwardly perfect, 729. Outwardly perfect, 730. the Perfect Self, 731. the Man

732. Inwardly Renouncer, 733. Outwardly Renouncer, 734. the Embodiment of renunciation, 735. Endowed with all the yogas, 736. Inwardly Ascetic, 737. Outw

739. Inwardly Enjoyer, 740. Outwardly Enjoyer, 741. the Highest Knower of all enjoyments, 742. Devoted internally [or One who resides in inner objects], 743. Devoted externally [or One who 

745. One who has neither an outside nor an inside i.e. One who is all One [or One who is free from all external and internal attachments], 746. One who is beyond external and internal (aspects),

752. the Destroyer of death, 753. the Rim [i.e. the Felly] of [the wheel of] time, 754. the Death of death [or (the Personified) Destructive Principle of destruction], 755. the Lord of people, 756. th

ºÉÆJªÉÉxÉ  (1) the number (2) calculation (3) ennumeration (4) intellect (and hence ‘knowledge’)

The printed text runs +É®úÉäMªÉ: ºÉÖJÉnù‚SÉè´É* The translation is given in the bracket.

In the Vedanta-Sutra +ÉEòÉ„É: iÉ‡±±ÉÆMÉÉiÉÂ, the word +ÉEòÉ„É means ‘Brahman’.

The word +É´ÉÉºÉ means ‘a house’, ‘habitation’, ‘a place of refuge’, ‘an abode’.

The word ´ÉxÉ in Sanskrit means ‘a place of abode’, ‘residence’, ‘a house’ also. Therefore, ´ÉxÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ may mean ‘having a place of abode (for the jivas) (i.e. the shelter of the jivas)’.

The word ºÉÖ¨ÉxÉÉäx¨ÉxÉ is doubtful. It should be ºÉÖ¨ÉxÉÉäx¨ÉxÉÉ: = (a person) endowed with very charming and excellent mind. We have translated the word as it is found in the printe

The word ‡´É¦ÉÉ´É ‘a friend’ also. If the compound is dissolved as ‡´É‡„É¹]õ: ¦ÉÉ´É: ‡´É¦ÉÉ´É:, it would mean ‘a peculiar substance’ or ‘a special type of existence’.

ºÉnùÉi¨ÉxÉÂ  Virtuous, Good

iÉÉ¨ÉºÉ:  In the Shrimad Bhagwat Mahapurana 8-3-12, God has been referred to as „ÉÉxiÉ, PÉÉä®ú and ¨ÉÚfø, when He assumes the ºÉÉ‡k´ÉEò, the ®úÉVÉºÉ and the iÉÉ¨ÉºÉ forms, acc
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The word iÉ¨É means (1) darkness (secondarily ‘ignorance’) (2) an epithet of ®úÉ½þÚ and (3) the Tamal tree.

´ªÉ´ÉÉnùÒ - ´ÉÉ ‡ nùxÉÂ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

it means ‘One who is passessed of lustre or purity’, as the word ´ªÉ´ÉÉªÉ: means (1) purity (2) light (3) lustre.

vªÉÉxÉMÉ¨ªÉºlÉÉä seems to be a mistake made by the scribe. It should be vªÉÉxÉMÉ¨ªÉ‚SÉ*

‡´ÉvÉäªÉ  Controlled. +Éi¨ÉxÉÂ means ‘mind’ also.

The word ‡¤É¨¤É in the ‡¤É¨¤É|É‡iÉ‡¤É¨¤É¦ÉÉ´É means ‘the original object of the reflection’. Therefore, secondarily, it means ‘the source’.

The word ºÉÆVÉÒ´ÉxÉÆ means (1) living to-gether (2) bringing to life (3) life-restoring.

‡ºÉrù means ‘Sanctified’, ‘Celebrated’, ‘Well-known’, ‘Divine’, ‘Eternal’ etc.

In the ‡´É¹hÉÖºÉ½þ»ÉxÉÉ¨ÉºiÉÉäjÉ¨ÉÂ, we find iÉk´ÉÆ iÉk´É‡´ÉnùäEòÉi¨ÉÉ, where iÉk´É¨ÉÂ is in the neuter gender.
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